Abstract-The full solution of the optimization problem giving the Gaussian capacity of the single-mode fiducial Gaussian quantum channel is provided. Since it was shown that the Gaussian capacity of an arbitrary (phase-sensitive or insensitive) single-mode Gaussian quantum channel is equal to the Gaussian capacity of this fiducial channel, the solution presented in this work can be regarded as universal. The analytical study of this solution, below and above the energy threshold, shows that the dependence of the Gaussian capacity on the environment noise squeezing is not monotonic. In particular, the capacity may have a saddle point, one or two extrema at finite squeezing, or be a monotonically increasing function of the squeezing parameter. The exact dependence is defined by the determinant of the noise covariance matrix and by the transmissivity (or gain) of the fiducial Gaussian channel.
I. INTRODUCTION
I NFORMATION transmission through noisy communication channels is a key problem of Information Theory. When the quantum nature of information carriers is taken into account, their interaction with the noisy environment is properly described in terms of quantum channels. The classical capacity, i.e., the maximal rate of errorless transmission of classical information via a quantum channel is one of the important figures of merit. In general, finding this quantity is a highly non-trivial optimization problem. Nevertheless, this problem was recently solved for a wide class of quantum channels with a Gaussian noise (so-called Gaussian quantum channels) [1] , [2] which are good models of common physical systems such as free space or fiber optics communications (see, e.g., [3] ).
The Gaussian quantum channels attracted much attention in the last decades [1] - [24] , [27] - [47] ; however, only a few results on their classical capacity were known [4] - [6] . One of the attempts to approach this problem was to restrict the search for optimal states and encodings by Gaussian states and Gaussian distributions [7] . The solution of such reduced optimization problem gives the so-called Gaussian classical capacity [8] , [9] which was actively studied during the last years [6] - [8] , [10] - [24] . Although the Gaussian capacity 1 is a priori a lower bound on the actual capacity this quantity is of great interest in practice, because the Gaussian states are more accessible in experimental realizations.
Recently, the progress in finding the Gaussian capacity became even more important because it was proved that the classical capacity of bosonic Gaussian quantum channels with thermal noise is indeed achieved by Gaussian ensembles of (pure) Gaussian input states [1] , [2] . 2 If input energy is sufficiently high, this result also leads to finding the classical capacity in the case of squeezed thermal noise [1] , [9] . In both cases 3 the calculations were technically performed in terms of the Gaussian capacity. However, the equivalence of the Gaussian and classical capacity is not yet known for small input energies. 4 The study of Gaussian capacity in this region [6] , [18] , [20] - [24] provides a way to find a lower bound on the classical capacity with the hope that equivalence of this bound and the (actual) classical capacity will be eventually proven as well. In addition, the analysis of the properties of the Gaussian capacity may give a further insight helping to find such a proof.
In this work we focus on the Gaussian classical capacity of single-mode Gaussian quantum channels and calculate the one-shot (or single-letter) Gaussian capacity of the fiducial channel [8] . Recently, it was shown that this is equivalent to finding the Gaussian capacity of an arbitrary single-mode Gaussian channel [8] , [22] . This equivalence is based on the fact that any single-mode Gaussian channel can be expressed as the fiducial channel preceded by a rotation and followed by a symplectic transformation (in some cases-only if a proper limit is also taken). We also go beyond the known results on the Gaussian capacity and present the solution which is valid for all values of input energy. Then, we analyze the obtained Gaussian capacity as a function of the channel parameters. In particular, we find its rich behavior as a function of the noise squeezing. The present work generalizes previous results obtained for the single-mode lossy (or attenuation) [6] , [17] , [18] and additive noise [19] - [21] Gaussian channels.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section II, we briefly review Gaussian quantum states and Gaussian channels. In Section III, we introduce the single-mode fiducial Gaussian 1 Since other capacities are not disscussed in this work, the word "classical" will be usually omitted. 2 The argument of that proof was based on the minimum output entropy conjecture [27] - [30] which was also recently proved [1] , [2] . 3 They are known as the third stage cases [18] . 4 The minimum output entropy conjecture does not help to find the proof for this case.
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channel and calculate its Gaussian capacity. In this calculation we use a frequency representation 5 for the covariance matrices to get a better insight about the physical meaning of the solution. In Section IV, the behavior of the capacity as a function of the channel parameters is analyzed. Section V summarizes the results.
II. GAUSSIAN CHANNELS AND GAUSSIAN STATES
Quantum mechanics in continuous variables can be introduced as Weyl calculus on the system's phase space (q, p) [25] (below we consider only single-mode case, i.e., 1-D harmonic oscillator). In this representation a quantum state is specified by its Wigner function W (x) [x = (q, p) is a vector of canonical variables q and p], which is a Weyl symbol of the density operatorρ acting on the Hilbert space 6 H ≡ L 2 (R). A Gaussian probability density density
with the mean d is the Wigner function of a quantum state if V is a quantum covariance matrix (see, e.g., [26] ), i.e., its symplectic eigenvalue ν = √ det V satisfies ν ≥ 1/2 [25] . Such quantum states are called Gaussian. Since their higher momenta are functions of the first two, these states are completely specified by the mean value d and the covariance matrix V.
The Gaussian channel Φ is defined as a completely positive trace preserving map (CPTP) which maps Gaussian states to Gaussian states [35] . Its action on the first two momenta of any state is completely defined by the real matrix X, a displacement d env and the real, symmetric and positive matrix Y , where Y can be considered as the covariance matrix of an effective noise. The three parameters determine the action of Φ on an input state with displacement d in and covariance matrix V in leading to the output state determined by displacement d out and covariance matrix V out , i.e. [34] 
If the input state is Gaussian, given by d in and V in , then the output state of the channel is also a Gaussian state given by d out and V out . In order to satisfy the conditions of a CPTP map Φ has to satisfy [32] 
where Ω is the symplectic matrix
In the following, the parameters
will be of a particular interest because τ may be considered as a channel transmissivity (if 0 ≤ τ ≤ 1) or amplification gain (if τ ≥ 1), while y characterizes the added noise. Note that any single-mode covariance matrix V can be diagonalized by a symplectic transformation corresponding to a rotation in the phase space which preserves the symplectic eigenvalue ν = √ det V , as well as the degree of squeezing of the state:
Here the parameter ω accounts for the amount of squeezing of the state with CM V and
The meaning of the coefficient M will be clear if we compare it with the number of photons N defined as the expectation value of the number operatorN =â †â which it takes in the stateρ. The number of photons is related to the energy of the state given by the trace of its covariance matrix as follows
For a thermal state, i.e. ω = 1, equations (6) and (7) imply that M = N . Furthermore, let us notice that for arbitrary ω the covariance matrix V in the diagonal form (5) is identical (up to dimensional factors made of ) to the covariance matrix (expressed in natural units) of a thermal single-mode state of M photons and optical frequency (see, for example, [11] ). Inspired by this similarity we call M the number of thermal photons and ω the "frequency" of the state. Thus all pure states have zero temperature and zero thermal photons, M = 0. Although in our case ω does not represent any optical frequency the similarity has a deep physical root. Indeed, given the number of thermal photons M , the energy of the state is determined by both the optical frequency and the degree of squeezing. The symplectic eigenvalue ν and the number of thermal photons M of the covariance matrix V of a single mode state are important parameters in what follows since they can be used to calculate the von Neumann entropy of Gaussian states. Recall that the density matrixρ of a thermal state of M photons is diagonal in the Fock basis and therefore its von Neumann entropy S(ρ) = −Tr[ρ logρ] may be calculated straightforwardly:
where g(x) = (x + 1) log 2 (x + 1) − x log 2 x, x > 0.
Thus, the von Neumann entropy of a thermal state can be expressed as a function of the symplectic eigenvalue ν or the number of thermal photons M . Then, any CM V of the form (5) can be transformed by a symplectic (squeezing) transformation to the CM of a thermal state (ω = 1) with the same number of thermal photons M as the initial V . Noting that this transformation corresponds to a unitary transformation of the corresponding density operator which preserves the von Neumann entropy, we recover a well known fact that the von Neumann entropy of any single-mode Gaussian state is a function of the number of thermal photons M given by Eq. (8)
III. GAUSSIAN CAPACITY OF THE FIDUCIAL CHANNEL
The one-shot (single-letter) Gaussian capacity is the maximal transmission rate of classical information when we are restricted to the use of Gaussian input states and Gaussian encodings such that different uses of the channel are not correlated. The energy constraint is always imposed on the input state because the unconstrained capacity is trivially infinite. The recently proven additivity conjecture together with the proof of the minimum output entropy conjecture (see Refs. [1] , [2] ) assert that the Gaussian capacity is the classical capacity for phase-insensitive Gaussian channels (in case of squeezed Gaussian noise this holds if the input energy exceeds a certain threshold). However, in the absence of the full proof embracing all Gaussian channels and the entire input energy regime we distinguish the Gaussian capacity C G χ (Φ) from the classical capacity C χ (Φ). The former reads [7] , [8] :
where V in is the CM of the input (letter) state andV in is the CM of the average modulated input state withN photons. Note that we state in Eq. (10) the explicit dependence of the Gaussian capacity onN . The average (modulated) input state with CMV in is realized by a Gaussian distribution of the displacements of pure Gaussian states with the same CM V in (see, for example, [8] ). That is why entropies which enter the general formula for the capacity are expressed in terms of functions of thermal photons M out andM out corresponding to the output and modulated output states with CM V out and V out given by
The input energy constraint is expressed in terms of the mean number of photonsN in the modulated input state. We showed in [8] that the problem of calculating the Gaussian capacity of an arbitrary Gaussian channel Φ can be reduced to calculating the capacity of a fiducial Gaussian channel Φ F (τ,y,ωenv) , which is defined in our parametrization by
where parameter y is a function of τ , namely,
Note that τ = 1 and M env = 0 correspond to the perfect transmission channel. Otherwise, 0 ≤ τ ≤ 1 corresponds to a lossy channel, τ = 1 a classical additive noise channel, τ > 1 an amplification channel, and τ < 0 a phaseconjugating channel. Although in the case of the classical additive noise channel the CM of the noise Y F defined in (12) strictly speaking does not correspond to a valid "state" of the environment, we will loosely apply the term "squeezing" parameter to ω env for all channels. The solution of the optimization problem (10) has already been obtained and intensively discussed for the lossy channel and classical additive noise channel (see [6] , [17] , [18] and [19] - [21] , respectively). In the present paper we generalize those results to the most general single-mode Gaussian channel.
In Eq. (10) one has to maximize over the two covariance matrices V in andV in with the energy constraintN stated in Eq. (10) , and the constraint that the input state is pure, i.e.
We can straightforwardly use Theorem 1 of [18] (since the resulting equations are of the same form) to conclude that the optimal covariance matrices V in andV in are diagonal in the same basis as the effective noise CM Y F . Therefore, in the following any covariance matrix V will be considered to be diagonal. As a consequence, the CM of the optimal output state and optimal modulated output state read
where
(16) Now we present the solution to the optimization problem stated in Eq. (10) . First, we derive a solution that will only be valid above an input energy threshold, and secondly, we present the solution for input energies below this threshold.
A. Solution above the input energy threshold
We start from an obvious bound on the Gaussian capacity, which follows from Eq. (10) and the constraints discussed above
We would obtain the Gaussian capacity if we presented V in andV in which saturate this bound. This idea was used, for example, in [15] . However, by considering implications of the energy constraint in (10) , whichV in should respect, we will find the limitations of this method.
Let us start by finding the maximum of the first term of Eq. (17) using the fact that the two terms are independent. Since g(x) is a monotonously increasing function it is sufficient to maximize its argument in order maximize its value. We can express the argumentM out in the first term of (17) in terms of the mean number of photonsN out of the modulated output state, i.e.
Then, sinceN out is fixed for a given number of input photons N and channel parameters τ , y, and ω env (see Eq. (12)) the only free parameter inM out is the frequencyω out of the modulated output state. Its optimal value, which maximizes M out in Eq. (18), is easily found:
which implies thatM out =N out .
This corresponds to the well-known fact that given a finite energy the thermal state maximizes the von Neumann entropy.
Next we find the minimum of the second term on the right hand side of Eq. (17) . In the same way as we maximized the first term by maximizing the argumentM out , it is enough here to minimize the argument M out . The number of thermal photons at the output M out can be expressed in terms of the input frequency ω in from definitions (6) and (15), where ω in is the only free parameter. Then it is straightforward to find that the value of M out is minimized when the squeezing parameter of the input state is equal to the one of the noise
In terms of frequencies one may say that the input and environment modes are "in resonance". This also means that the optimal input state should have the same squeezing as the state of the environment. Together with the uniform distribution of energy between the quadratures of the modulated output (thermal) state this is also a single-mode form of quantum waterfilling; a type of solution found also in multimode problems, which corresponds to equal variances of all quadratures of all modes [11] , [18] - [21] . Using Eq. (21) we can express M out which corresponds to this solution in a simple form
Together with Eqs. (12)- (15) this implies furthermore, that the input and the output state are "in resonance" as well, i.e.
The CM of the modulated input state can be expressed from the obtained results using the equation
which directly follows from Eq. (15) . Then the number of thermal photonsM in and the frequencyω in are obtained following definitions (5) and (6) from the CMV in and the input energy constraint in the form
After several steps we obtain
Here we should make an important note that the modulated state with CMV in is obtained by averaging over displacements of the input letter state with CM V in and therefore, the right hand side of Eq. (24) should be a positive definite matrix. This requirement together with Eqs. (19) and (21) can be jointly satisfied by some V in andV in only if the input energy is above the following threshold:
Hence, only forN ≥N thr , the covariance matrices V in and V in found above determine the input letter state and modulated average input state which saturate the upper bound on the Gaussian capacity (17), and therefore realize the Gaussian capacity. This shows the limitation of the attempt to minimize and maximize terms in Eq. (10) independently.
Using the results obtained above we can express in a closed form the Gaussian capacity of the fiducial channel as a function of the channel parameters and the input energy constraint: inserting into Eq. (10) the optimal values of M out (22) andM out (20) whereN out is given by (18) one obtains
From Eqs. (26) and (27) we can easily recover the well-known solution for thermal noise (ω env = 1), which impliesM in = N and ω in =ω in = 1 meaning that the optimal encoding corresponds to a displacement of coherent input states for socalled thermal or phase-insensitive channels (see [8] ). Thanks to the recently proven minimum output entropy conjecture [1] , [2] Eq. (29) provides not only the Gaussian capacity but the classical capacity for an arbitrary single-mode Gaussian channel Φ as proven in [8] , [9] , i.e.
B. Solution below the input energy threshold
Now we derive the solution for the case when the input energy is not enough to satisfy the water-filling solution. Up to now a solution for this case is known only for the lossy [18] and additive noise channels [21] .
By definition ofN thr the conditionN <N thr implies that Eqs. (19) and (21) could only be satisfied if (at least) one of the diagonal terms of the differenceV in − V in was negative. However, this would be unphysical becauseV in is the CM of a state which is a mixture of states with CM V in . This means that the formal maximum of Eq. (10) lays outside the physically admissible region of optimization parameters and therefore the real (physically admissible) maximum lays in fact at the boundary of this region. This boundary is formed by the modulated input CMV in with (at least) one diagonal term being equal to the corresponding diagonal term of the non-modulated input CM V in . This implies that the optimal encoding only uses one of the two quadratures for information transmission (modulating neither of them is clearly not optimal). Without loss of generality we assume that the pquadrature of the noise is squeezed and therefore ω env < 1. Therefore, we chose the (more noisy) q-quadrature to be no longer modulated:
and argue below why this choice is optimal. Since below the input energy threshold, there is no valid V in andV in which saturate independently the minimum and maximum of (17), we have to maximize the whole expression on the right hand side of Eq. (10). Therefor we use in the following the method of Lagrange multipliers.
Note that for the caseN ≥N thr the optimization problem can be formulated in terms of the three parameters ω in ,ω in andM in satisfying the input energy constraint (25) [where furthermore, only pure input states are considered, see Eq. (14)].
For the caseN <N thr we can use the new constraint given by Eq. (31) to expressM in in terms of ω in andω in , which together with Eq. (25) leads to
Together with the input energy constraint the number of independent variables would be reduced to one. However, we find it more instructive to use the energy constraint in the Lagrangian with two independent variables. We shall maximize Eq. (10) with respect to the pair of variables ω in , ω out . In addition, we will replace the input energy constraint N by the output energy constraintN out which is equivalent to the original one for fixed channel parameters (τ, y, ω env ) as one can see in Eq. (18) . Then, our Lagrangian is given by
The choice of the Lagrange multiplierβ out / ln 2 will be justified below. An extremum of the Lagrangian fulfills
where the gradient reads
Before taking the derivatives, recall the conditionN <N thr , which implies Eq. (31) and thereforē
Furthermore, M out can be expressed using the definition (6). Thus, we find
where the first derivative of g(x) is
and Eq. (37) was simplified using Eq. (15) . By equalizing the right hand side of Eq. (38) to zero we recover the BoseEinstein statistics for the amount of thermal photons in the modulated output statē
which means that the multiplierβ out can be regarded as an inverse temperature of the state. Note that Eq. (40) was already derived previously in by several authors [37] , and in particular, for the lossy channel with phase sensitive noise in [18] . The physical meaning of the Lagrange multiplierβ out as an inverse temperature (intensive parameter) becomes more meaningful in the case of an "ensemble", which in our case corresponds to a set of parallel single-mode channels with a priori different noises [18] , [19] , [21] , [22] . We use the notion of temperature for the non-modulated output as well and in order to have unified notations we define the function
by inverting Eq. (40) . In this way we obtain
Then, using the definition β out ≡ β(M out , ω out ) we simplify Eq. (37) and thus, obtain an equation relating the nonmodulated input frequency with the modulated and nonmodulated output frequencies and "temperatures".
This equation not only fully covers the intervalN <N thr , where it provides solution to the optimization problem, but is valid for arbitraryN . Indeed, we confirm that forN ≥N thr Eq. (43) is satisfied by the solution which we obtained in Eqs. (19) and (23), i.e. ω out = 1 and the "resonance" between the input and nonmodulated output state, i.e. ω in = ω out . Recall that the latter is equivalent to the "resonance" between the input and the environment, i.e. ω in = ω env .
The solution to Eq. (43) gives the functional dependence of the optimal input frequency on the channels parameters and the amount of photons at the input: ω in = ω in (τ , y, ω env ,N ). Then in its turn ω in determines C G χ in (10) . Following Eq. (15) and taking into account Eq. (31) we obtain
where in the second factor ofM out we also took into account the energy constraint in order to express both M out andM out as functions of only one variable ω in . Finally, the Gaussian capacity of a Gaussian channel is found as
where χ G (τ, y, ω env ,N , ω in ) is expressed according to (10) with M out andM out given by (44) , ω env ,N ) .
Observing that Eq. (43) is transcendental due to the logarithm in the definition of β we conclude that one cannot obtain its solution in a closed analytic form below forN <N thr . In order to solve the equation numerically we need to use the expressions of β out ,β out , ω out andω out as functions of ω in , the channel parameters (τ, y, ω env ), and the input energy constraintN :
We use this solution in order to discuss the dependencies of the Gaussian capacity on the channel parameters in detail in the next sections.
Before going to this discussion we argue now why the constraint Eq. (31) is optimal for ω env < 1. This statement was already proven in our previous work on the classical additive noise channel (τ = 1) with phase sensitive noise for the whole domainN <N thr [21] . Since the transcendental equation (43) , up to a change of variables, is identical to the corresponding transcendental equation in [21] the optimality of Eq. (31) is proven by Lemma 1 of [21] .
IV. ROLE OF CHANNEL PARAMETERS
Now we are ready to analyze the capacity of the fiducial channel as function of the channel parameters.
A. Dependence on transmissivity & gain τ
We first discuss the dependency of the Gaussian capacity on the transmissivity/gain τ , when the other channel parameters parameters M env , ω env , andN are kept constant. We emphasize here that we keep the amount of thermal photons in the environment M env constant and not y, so that the latter becomes a function of τ and M env according to (13) .
Let us consider first the limits τ → ±∞. Both limiting cases concern only the amplification channel and phase-conjugating channel, hence
Since χ G [defined in Eq. (10)] depends onM out and M out we first study their behavior. In the limit of large |τ |, both arguments of χ G , namely, M out andM out diverge, which follows straightforwardly from Eqs. (12)- (15).
Since
The input energy threshold stated in Eq. (28) in this limit behaves as follows:
(49) For the input energies "above the threshold", i.e. N ≥ lim |τ |→∞Nthr , the limiting function χ G (|τ |→∞) is maximized by the quantum water-filling solution and optimal squeezing of the input states stated in Eqs. (19) and (21) . We express M out from the definition (6) with the help of (15), andM out from Eqs. (18) and (20) . Using these expressions and Eq. (47) we obtain the Gaussian capacity, and as argued before Eq. (30), the classical capacity C in this limit:
For input energies "below the threshold", i.e. N < lim |τ |→∞Nthr , Eq. (31) is satisfied and the input energy constraint implies
Hence, the limit (48) becomes
where we introduced the variable e p = (M env + 1/2)ω env , i.e. the variance of the p-quadrature of the added environment state. Since log 2 (x) is a monotonous function it is sufficient to maximize its argument thus maximizing the logarithm in (52). The maximum is given by the solution of the following equation with respect to ω in
which yields a unique positive root
Inserting (53) into Eq. (52) we easily obtain
where ω in is stated in Eq. (54). Note that the solution stated in (55) is identical to the solution of the homodyne rate calculated in [18] . (The homodyne rate is the maximal transmission rate when restricted to Gaussian encodings and homodyne detection.) Replacing e p by its expression in terms of M env and ω env it is straightforward to show that Note that the point τ = 1 corresponds at the same time to the perfect transmission channel, the classical additive noise channel, or the limiting cases of the lossy channel and amplification channels depending on the choice of y, since y is a function of τ ; here τ = 1 corresponds to the perfect transmission channel. The other parameters areN = 1 and Menv = 0.1. One clearly observes a common limiting behavior lim ωenv→0 C G χ = log 2 (2N +1) of all channels (except for the perfect transmission channel and the zero transmission channel).
We will come back to the discussion of this limit in the next subsection. Now we can straightforwardly prove the monotonicity of the capacities for the lossy channel (τ ∈ [0, 1]) and amplification channel (τ ≥ 1) using Lemma 1 (see Appendix A). The classical capacity (as well as the Gaussian capacity) fulfills the pipelining property [49] 
Then, using Lemma 1 for
where y i = |1 − τ i |(M env + 1/2), (i = 1, 2), the effective gain parameter is τ eff ≡ τ 1 τ 2 and the effective noise is characterized by y eff = |1 − τ eff |(M env + 1/2).
Amplification channels satisfy τ eff ≥ τ 1 , τ 2 ≥ 1, ∀τ 1 , τ 2 . An amplification channel with a higher gain τ > τ ≥ 1 can always be decomposed into an amplification channel with gain τ 1 = τ followed by another amplification channel with gain τ 2 = τ /τ . As we see above, due to the pipelining property the classical capacity (and the Gaussian capacity) of the channel with gain τ cannot have increased. Similar relations for the lossy channel, for which the effective transmissivity satisfies τ eff ≤ τ 1 , τ 2 , ∀τ 1 , τ 2 ∈ [0, 1] lead to a conclusion that higher losses (lower transmissivity τ ) cannot increase the classical capacity (and Gaussian capacity). In the case of the phaseconjugating channel (τ < 0) Lemma 1 states that a fiducial channel with τ < τ < 0 can always be decomposed into a phase-conjugating channel with τ 1 = τ followed by a lossy channel with τ 2 = τ /τ , where τ 2 ∈ [0, 1]. This implies that the capacity cannot have increased by increasing τ .
The highest (Gaussian) capacity is given by the case τ = 1, i.e. the perfect transmission channel, for which C G = C = g(N ). Since for τ ≥ 1 increasing τ cannot increase the Gaussian capacity C G χ , we proved that C G χ monotonically tends from above to its limiting value stated in Eqs. (50) and (55). Thus,
where y and y are functions of τ , τ and M env according to (13) and the latter is kept constant.
Equivalently, the lowest capacity is given by the case τ = 0, i.e. the zero-transmission channel. Since for τ ≤ 0 decreasing τ cannot decrease C G χ , we proved that C G χ monotonically tends from below to its limiting values stated in Eqs. (50) and (55).
We illustrate the limiting behavior of C G χ vs. τ for different values of squeezing ω env and the same M env in Fig. 1 . One confirms the monotonic decrease of C G χ for τ ≥ 1 and τ ≤ 0. In addition, as argued above, on observes that indeed the limit lim τ →+∞ C G χ is reached from above, whereas the limit lim τ →−∞ C G χ is reached from below (with decreasing τ < 0).
B. Dependence on noise squeezing ω env
Now we analyze the behavior of the Gaussian capacity as a function of the noise squeezing, while keeping the other channel parameters τ , y, andN constant. Note that in this case both y and M env are constant because τ does not change. We first investigate C G χ in the limit of infinite squeezing ω env → 0. Since (as discussed above) the only arguments of χ G areM out and M out [see Eq. (10)] we first study their behavior in this limit. From Eqs. (6), (11) , and (12) it follows that This implies that the difference of g-functions can again be replaced by a difference of logarithms, i.e.
where at the last step we used Eq. (32) . Now, as in the case τ → ∞, it is sufficient to maximize the argument of the logarithm in order to obtain the Gaussian capacity in this limit. The argument is maximized by input states with squeezing
which leads to
Interestingly, Eq. (62) together with Eq. (31) imply that the corresponding optimal modulated input state is a thermal state, i.e.ω
Note that the limit stated in Eq. (63) was already derived in [18] for the phase-sensitive lossy channel and here we confirm that it is valid for an arbitrary single-mode Gaussian channel as well. This result can be interpreted as follows: In the limit of infinite squeezing of the noise, ω env → 0, one of the noise quadratures vanishes (here: the p-quadrature) and the other becomes infinite. Then, only one degree of freedom is available for information transmission. At the same time it no longer suffers from the noise induced by the channel but only from the quantum noise induced by the input state itself. We observe that the one-shot Gaussian capacity then coincides with the doubled Shannon capacity C Sh = 1 2 log 2 (1 + SN R) of a classical channel with signal-to-noise ratio SN R =N /(1/2). The limiting value stated in Eq. (63) is confirmed in Fig. 1 where the Gaussian capacity of the fiducial channels is plotted as a function of τ for different ω env .
Let us analyze next how the Gaussian capacity depends on the environment frequency in the whole interval 0 < ω env ≤ 1. Examples of these curves for different types of channels are presented in Fig. 2 . One can see that the Gaussian capacity, the optimal modulation and therefore, the output frequencies can be non-monotonous functions of ω env with maxima and/or minima. Generalizing several results that were previously obtained for the lossy channel in [18] we will study the extremal points of the capacity curve at a finite noise squeezing 0 < ω env ≤ 1.
We begin with the input energy domainN ≥N thr . Given N and y we first obtain the threshold noise frequency ω thr fromN thr [stated in Eq. (28)]. Although the equation has two roots, there is always only one positive
which is a decreasing function ofN taking value ω thr = 1 forN = 0 so that for all 0 <N < ∞ we have 0 < ω thr < 1.
For ω thr ≤ ω env ≤ 1 the solution for the capacity stated in Eq. (29) holds, from which we conclude that
where equality is realized only if ω env = 1, and furthermore,
where also equality is only realized ω env = 1. Hence, for ω env ≥ ω thr , the Gaussian capacity is a monotonously decreasing and convex function with respect to ω env attaining its minimum at the boundary ω env = 1 of this interval. This means that although squeezing adds more energy to the noise the thermal noise is worst for the capacity in this interval of ω env . This observation was made first for the lossy channel in [18] and for the additive noise channel in [20] . Finally, we conclude that the maximum of the Gaussian capacity as a function of ω env lays in the interval ω env ∈ [0, ω thr ], where, as we have shown above, the capacity is found by the solution "below the threshold". In this case there is no closed formula for the Gaussian capacity. In order to find a maximum of the Gaussian capacity in this interval of ω env one can study an implicit solution given by equations (40) and (43) . However, we will find this maximum using another method. We will consider from the beginning a modified optimization problem with the same Lagrangian (33) but taking ω env as an additional degree of freedom, so that the gradient reads
Note that now the output energyN out is no longer constant. It is a function of ω env [see Eq. (18)] because Tr[Y F ] is changing with ω env . We have need to take into account this functional dependence when taking the derivative of C G χ with respect to ω env . As a result, in addition to the two equations stated in Eq. (37), we have the third equation
which can be simplified with the help of Eqs. (36), (40)- (42):
The trivial solution of the latter is given when both sides of the equation vanish. This is the case of thermal noise, i.e. ω env = 1, for whichω out = ω out = 1 is optimal. Note that ω env = 1 corresponds to a (local) minimum of the Gaussian capacity, and not a maximum [see Fig. 3 ].
A joint solution of (40), (43), and (70) gives us both the optimal noise and optimal input frequency, ω env and ω in , respectively, corresponding to the extrema of the Lagrangian. In order to find the solution we express β out /β out from Eq. (43) and insert the result into Eq. (70) thus obtaininḡ
Injecting into this equation the definition for ω out , stated in Eq. (46), we simplify its right hand side to
Then using the expression forω out , given by Eq. (46), on the left hand side of (71) and equalizing it with the right hand side of Eq. (72) we obtain
Interestingly, this solution is equal to the optimal input frequency obtained for the limit of infinite squeezing, stated in Eq. (62). Note that the latter again implies that the optimal modulated input state is a thermal stated, i.e.ω in = 1 [see Eq. (64)]. Now, in order to obtain the optimal noise frequency, we insert solutions ω in = ω ∞ andω in = 1 into Eq. (70) which leads to
which states that the difference between the variances of the modulated output state is exactly matched by the difference between the noise variances. In order to find numerically the solution of Eq. (70) we express ω out in the form (46) , M out in the form (6) taking into account (15) , where we inject ω in = ω ∞ . Also we use similar expressions forω out andM out :
where we have taken into account Eq. (64). If the solution of the transcendental Eq. (70) together with Eqs. (62) and (64) exists, it provides the extremal points of ω env corresponding to the local maxima or minima of C G χ , which is equal to χ G [see Eq. (10)] evaluated at these points.
C. Classification
In the following we classify the Gaussian capacity C G χ with respect to the noise frequency ω env . Our numerical analysis (see some typical graphs in Fig. 3 ) revealed that all curves have no more than two inflection points and only the following scenarios in the open interval ω env ∈ (0, 1) exist:
(i) there are no extremal points and the capacity is a monotonous function of ω env , (ii) there is only one extremal point corresponding to a maximum, the curve corresponding to y =ỹ has exactly a saddle point at finite squeezing, two extrema can be found forỹ < y < yc and one maximum is found for y < yc. For the classical additive noise channel (τ = 1) and the amplifier (τ ≥ 1) the curves corresponding to y ≥ yc are monotonically decreasing with ωenv whereas for y < yc a maximum appears. The dashed straight line separates the solutions "below" (left) and "above" (right) the thresholdN thr .
(iii) there is only one extremal point which is a saddle point, (iv) there are two extrema: one minimum and one maximum.
All four different scenarios are observed only for the lossy channel (see also [18] ), whereas for the other channels either no extrema or only one maximum were found. Scenarios (i) and (ii) were observed and studied for the classical additive noise channel in [20] .
Although we do not have an analytic proof of these observations we take the statements above for granted in order to deduce a classification of the dependency of C G χ on ω env . We studied a wide range of parameters and did not find any curve, which violates our classification, and that is why we conjecture our hypothesis to be true.
First, we exploit the topological argument based on the observations above and the behavior of the capacity in the limits ω env → 0 and ω env → 1. The last limit was discussed in the previous subsection with the conclusion that for ω env → 1 the capacity is a monotonically decreasing and convex function of ω env .
A simple topological argument allows us to conclude that if at ω env = 0 the function C G χ (ω env ) is -increasing: scenario (ii) can be realized (one maximum) with one inflection point if C G χ is concave at ω env = 0 and with two inflection points if it is convex. All other scenarios cannot be realized since they would require more than two inflection points, which was never observed and as we conjecture never happens.
-decreasing and concave: only scenario (i) can be realized, i.e. C G χ is monotonously decreasing in the whole interval of ω env with one inflection point. Any other scenario would require more than two inflection points.
-decreasing and convex: all possible scenarios except (ii) can be realized.
Let us find now the domains of the channel parameters where the first and the second derivatives of C G χ over ω env have definite signs at ω env → 0. We will study the coefficients of the expansion of C G χ given by Eq. (45) in powers of ω env around the point ω env = 0.
where we used our result on the optimal encoding ω in = ω ∞ at ω env = 0 [see Eq. (62)]. Note that the neighborhood of ω env = 0 lays in the domain ω env ∈ (0, ω thr ) which corresponds to the solution forN <N thr . Since no explicit expression for ω in (τ, y, ω env ,N ) exists in this domain we obtain the coefficients on the right hand side of Eq. (76) using an the expansion of ω in in powers of ω env :
The unknown coefficients α, β, and γ are found by expanding the transcendental Eq. (43) in powers of ω env with the help of (77). In this way we obtain a set of equations, each corresponding to a particular power of ω env . The equations corresponding to the first and second power provide us with the solutions:
where the new notations
correspond, as we will show below, to the critical parameters determining the domains we are looking for.
Then the coefficients of the expansion (76) are found in the form:
This expansion shows that in the limit ω env → 0 the partial derivatives of C G χ with respect to ω env up to the third order coincide with the full derivatives for
Moreover, if the latter is satisfied, the dominant linear term in the expansion (76) is canceled because the coefficient a vanishes. As we discussed above, this would imply that ω env = 0 is an extremal point of C G χ for y = y c and therefore, the value of y alone decides how the capacity approaches the limiting value log 2 (1 + 2N ), i.e., from below or above. For y < y c we find that dC G χ /dω env > 0 in the vicinity of ω env = 0. Then from the topological arguments discussed above we conclude that scenario (ii) is realized and C G χ has one local maximum laying in the interval 0 < ω env < ω thr . Thus, the line y = y c clearly separates the domain of channel parameters where only scenario (ii) is realized from the domain where only other scenarios are possible (see Fig. 4 ).
Let us analyze the conditions on the other channel parameters which allow y to attain the critical value. We notice first, that the condition y = y c can only be fulfilled when τ lays in a particular interval. Indeed, for pure noise (M env = 0) we obtain from (13) that
which provides a lower bound on the physical region of y (see Fig. 4 ). In particular, for τ = 1 the lower bound is y = 0 which is a valid lower bound as for the classical additive noise channel as well as for limiting cases of the lossy and amplification channels. Then, for an arbitrary Gaussian noise with parameter y given by Eq. (13), equation y = y c has two solutions:
Both solutions belong to the interval bounded by the values of τ c for pure noise (M env = 0) :
If τ lays outside this interval then the parameter y ≤ y c can never be attained by any M env and therefore, scenario (ii) (one maximum) can never be realized. In Fig. 4 this corresponds to the physical region above the dark gray triangle. We further observe that in the region defined by y > y c the first derivative of C G χ at both edges of the interval ω env ∈ [0, 1) is negative. It implies that although scenario (ii) is excluded, all three other scenarios are possible. Namely, the function C G χ (ω env ) may be either monotonously decreasing or have one maximum and one minimum [both located in the interval ω env ∈ (0, ω thr )] or have a saddle point, see Fig. 3 .
In order to discriminate the number of extrema further we need to study the second derivative determining the factor b of the next term of Taylor expansion (76), which is quadratic in ω env . Note that contrary to a, factor b [see Eq. (81)] is not always zero for the critical value y = y c . A joint solution of a = b = 0 is given by the "super critical" point τ = τ c =τ c , which satisfiesτ
and depends on the amount of photonsN in the input due to (62). The range ω ∞ ∈ (0, 1] corresponding toN ∈ [0, ∞) implies the following bounds onτ c :
and therefore the bound becomes τ L ≤τ c ≤τ R (see Fig. 4 ). Then, the left bound τ L together with Eq. (90) leads to the following bound onN :
Now remember that we are looking to the point where a = b = 0 and therefore τ = τ c =τ c ≤τ R . This condition together with Eqs. (88) and (92) implies the following bound on M env :
In Fig. 4 this corresponds to the interval of the line y = y c enclosed between τ L andτ R . Since we know that for y < y c scenario (ii) is realized and therefore, there is no saddle point. Hence, if y > y c and τ = τ c then a saddle point exist. When y decreases and approaches y c the saddle point approaches ω env = 0 and disappears for y < y c .
We further observe that for y > y c and small input energies N in the neighborhood of the critical parameters τ c , y c the polynomial obtained by cutting the Taylor series in Eq. (76) up to the third power in ω env can develop two extrema, i.e. a maximum followed by a minimum. Since the expansion given in Eq. (76) can approximate arbitrary well C G χ in the vicinity of ω env = 0 we deduce that the curve of C G χ has to present the two extrema as well. We confirm this numerically as seen Fig. 3 (b) .
Note that for the classical additive noise channel τ = 1 and y = M env . Therefore, only by varying the value of M env one may realize scenario (ii) or scenario (i) (monotonous decrease).
The two extrema (maximum and minimum) fall together to one saddle point at some ω env > 0 precisely when
whereτ is found by solving numerically dC [18] ). The parameters M c andN c are the solutions of the equations
The domain M env ≤ M c in terms of y corresponds to y ≤ (1 − τ )(M c + 1/2), see Figs. 4 and 5. The zones of channel parameters corresponding to the different number of extrema are summarized in Table I and plotted in Figs. 4 and 5. For the lossy and additive noise channel this was previously observed in [18] , [20] .
Summarizing our results, we found the following behavior of the Gaussian capacity for the different channels. • For the phase-conjugating channel y ≥ 1/2 the linear term in the expansion is always non-negative which means that the limiting value log 2 (2N + 1) is always approached from below for ω env → 0, and furthermore the second derivative of the Gaussian capacity is never zero because we always have τ < 0 < τ L . Hence, there is never a saddle point at ω env = 0. Indeed, our numerical plots show that the capacity of the phase-conjugating channel is always monotonically decreasing with ω env (see Fig. 3 ).
• The critical behavior y = y c can be observed for the amplification channel and the additive noise channel [τ ∈ [1, ∞)]. However, the condition for a saddle point at ω env = 0 cannot be fulfilled for those channels, since τ ≥ 1 >τ R . In this case we observe numerically only two different behaviors: for y < y c a maximum appears at a finite ω env and for y ≥ y c the capacity is always monotonically increasing.
• Only the lossy channel (τ ∈ [0, 1]) exhibits all four possible scenarios: in addition to one maximum for y < y c and a monotonous increasing for y ≥ỹ, a saddle point appears when Eqs. (96) are satisfied and one maximum followed by one minimum is present when inequality y c < y <ỹ is satisfied. The above results are depicted in Figs. 4 and 5.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We studied the Gaussian capacity of the fiducial Gaussian channel in a wide range of channel parameters including limiting cases. As shown previously our solution provides a way of calculating the Gaussian capacity of any Gaussian channel for its given canonical decomposition [8] . Two types of the solution are separated by an input energy threshold. If the input energy is above the threshold a thermal state at the output can be realized, as well as a squeezed input state that exactly matches the squeezing of the environment state. This type of solution was known before. Below this threshold we find new solution given by a transcendental equation. This type of solution was found first for the lossy and additive noise channels. Here we extended it to all types of Gaussian channels. We provides to a physical interpretation of the solution choosing a particular representation for the covariance matrices so that the optimal modulation is found by jointly solving a Planck-like equation and a "resonance" equation. The "resonance" is achieved exactly at the input energy threshold and holds above it. It provides the optimal input frequency matching the noise frequency, which implies that the modulated output state has a frequency equal to 1. We investigated the capacity with respect to the noise squeezing for given transmissivity/gain and noise determinant and distinguished between four different behaviors for increasing noise squeezing (or decreasing noise frequency): monotonically increasing, one maximum, a saddle point or one maximum followed by a minimum. We classified the precise boundaries for this behavior and concluded that only the lossy channel can exhibit all four behaviors, whereas the capacity of the additive noise channel and amplifier can develop a maximum and the capacity of the phase-conjugating channel is always monotonically increasing with the noise squeezing. Furthermore, we found that the Lagrange multiplier can be interpreted as the inverse temperature β that enters in the Planck-like equation. From previous studies [18] , [19] , [21] where the solution of a system of n single-mode mode channels with joint energy constraint was discussed we know that this multiplier is common for all channels of such a system. This hints to the interpretation of a joint solution for n channels as corresponding to a kind of thermal equilibrium, similar to the case of n connected heat baths with different temperatures which thrive to a joint temperature β −1 .
APPENDIX A CONCATENATED CHANNELS
In order to study the monotonicity of the classical capacity and Gaussian capacity on the parameter τ the following Lemma will be useful. 
where V has an additional minus sign in front of its off-diagonal elements. It is straight forward to show that for all three conditions stated in the Lemma the second line of Eq. (100) can be simplified to
which completes the proof.
